
Battle Obstacle
Set Yellow (6
pieces)
These in�atable airtight paintball obstacles will make your shooting game more exciting. Whether you
shoot with a nerf gun, with laser beams, or with a bow and arrow, with this Battle obstacle set in yellow
you can perfectly hide during the 'battle'. You can use the in�atable obstacles at an in�atable bunker,
laser tag arena, archery arena, or our in�atable archery boarding. But of course, they can also be used in
an archery game where you shoot with a special bow and arrow. Fun to play a game in an in�atable
bunker. You order the Battle obstacle set in yellow at JB In�atables.

What's in this set of in�atable obstacles?

This Battle obstacle set contains 6 yellow in�atable laser tag obstacles (photo in order - from left to
right):

- Battle obstakel wall long (1 x 2 x 1,2 m) - 25.001.001.150  

- Battle obstakel block long (1,5 x 1,5 x 2,5 m) - 25.001.001.148  

- Battle obstakel triangleblock long (1,1 x 1,2 x 1,5 m) - 25.001.001.143  

- Battle obstakel cilinder (1 x 1 x 1,20 m) - 25.001.001.151  

- Battle obstakel disc (2 x 2 x 0,75 m) - 25.001.001.153  

- Battle obstakel triangle (1 x 1,5 x 1,82 m) - 25.001.001.147

In addition to these in�atable obstacles, the set comes with a blower, manual, and transport bag. All you
need is a suitable bow and arrow or gun and you can go wild with your game. Dive behind the in�atable
paintball obstacles to take shelter or run from obstacle to obstacle to getting closer to the 'enemy'. Turn
the in�atable obstacles into a course and enjoy an exciting battle with friends, family, or colleagues!

The nicest in�atable obstacles available directly from stock

JB In�atables is the largest in�atable bouncer manufacturer in Europe, supplying in�atable bouncers,
in�atable attractions, and other in�atable items to customers all over the world. More than 3000
in�atables are in stock and therefore immediately available. But you can also have a completely new
in�atable obstacle designed, for example in your design or with your colors, texts, and logos. Nothing is
too crazy! Please contact us to discuss the possibilities.

In�ated product Setting up / Break down

Setup/Dismantling duration approx. 20 minutes

Persons to setup/dismantle 1 person

Blowers Bravo OV6 Luchtpomp x 1

Weight per blower Bravo OV6 Luchtpomp = 2.87 lbs

Speci�cations packaged product

Amount of packages 1x

General

SKU 25.002.002.100

Warranty 2 years warranty

Service 2 years service

Including Logbook / manual
Blower (s)
Transport bag


